


The story of Terrida begins in the 
seventies when Anna and Sergio Terrida 
start an artisan production of leather
goods, dedicating to us passion, 
innovative spirit and love to create 
original pieces of Italian craftsmanship, 
designed and produced entirely in Italy
and especially in Venice.

Terrida, the Venetian company that produces
handmade bags in Venice, was born from the 

Italian tradition of fashion and the cult of details



Their children Pierluigi and 
Monica, learned the secrets
of the trade from an early
age, in 1985 decided to 
continue and transform the 
previous activity of their
parents, creating new items
in step with the needs and 
requirements not only of the 
traveler, but also of the 
sportsman. From travel bags
to suitcases, from sports bags
to golf bags, the company's
mission is to dedicate itself
to luxury combined with 
traditional craftsmanship and 
modern technology for the 
creation of a prestigious
product. Products designed
and created for people with 
a simple and refined taste at
the same time.



LovUnlimited Collection is a choice for a 
contemporary lifestyle full of values. Genuine 
vegetable tanned leather with complete respect
for the environment. Aesthetic and functional

design. Art and poetry to accompany and cheer
up those who wear it from the heart. 

Sustainability and Ethics.



LovUnlimited

Made in Italy with Love, 
Care, and Passion.

A bag.
One choice.
A LovUnlimited.

The poem reads the 
following words:

“We have the sun in our
hands to light our path
and the moon in our
hearts to make our
dreams come true.”



LOVING HANDBAG
First of all, it seems small only in appearance
since it will be able to contain everything you
need. Small size, grace and innovation are 
synonymous with Loving Handbag. A 
removable inner bag is present inside, so it can 
be used in various ways, for example as a wallet. 
The surface of the product has an engraving: the 
poem by Federica Terrida. The optimization of 
space and organization is an admirable quality of 
this jewel. The shiny and adjustable handles will
allow you to vary the ways of using this pretty bag
and the removable internal pouch will offer you
precious secondary space.

Art. LOV901

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: Without closure
Width: 20 cm
Height: 20 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Handle: two short chain handles and leather
insert
Lining: lined interior
Pockets: small removable bag with shoulder
strap



PURE LOVE BAG
This practical, roomy and comfortable
shopper is an exceptional accessory to 
always have by your side. At the same time 
synonymous with style and refinement. 
Characterized by long, tapered and resistant
handles, available in multiple bright colors. 
The surface of the product has an engraving: 
the poem by Federica Terrida.

Art. LOV1075

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: zip closure with Murrina detail
Width: 33 cm
Height: 36 cm
Depth: 15 cm
Handle: double handle
Lining: lined interior
Pockets: internal pockets
Shoulder Details: small removable bag with 
shoulder strap



OLD FASHIONED BAG
A bag that will literally make you fall in love 
with its antique and charming look. Small 
only in appearance because it will be able to 
contain everything you need. The shiny and 
adjustable handles will allow you to vary the 
ways of using this pretty bag with a metal 
closure of the highest quality.
The vegetable tanned leather is soft and 
lovely to the touch. The availability of colors 
is very wide. This handbag is suitable for 
every situation from going out with friends 
up to the most important event. This little
gem is rich not only in ancient charm and 
modernity, but also in magic. A handbag
designed and built with such harmony can 
only give you joy everyday.

Art. LE709M

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: metal closure
Width: 25 cm
Height: 20 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Handle: two short chain handles and leather
insert
Lining: lined interior
Pockets: one internal pocket



LOVING PURSE
This particular bag is a faithful travel and 
adventure companion, it allows you to better
organize its contents thanks to the three
environments present inside. It offers
numerous pockets for storing personal 
effects, documents and other small items to 
always have them at hand. Extremely
comfortable, full of style and energy that
make it appear perfectly in any context. A 
small object with great potential and 
flexibility that anyone should possess and 
show off with joy. The surface of the product
has an engraving: the poem by Federica 
Terrida. The vegetable tanned leather gives
naturalness, pleasure. It is also available in 
various colors. 

Art. LOV1343

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: zip closure with Murrina detail
Width: 25 cm
Height: 19 cm
Depth: 7 cm
Handle: without handle
Lining: lined interior
Shoulder Strap: adjustable shoulder straps, 
optional shoulder strap



This handbag is unique, exceptional and 
original, designed for everyday life but also
for events, parties, evenings and meetings. 
Extremely versatile because it can be used
both as a handbag and as a shoulder bag. 
Moreover the inner part is removable and 
can create an additional fabric handbag. A 
small object with great potential and 
flexibility that anyone should possess and 
show off with joy. The surface of the product
has an engraving: the poem by Federica 
Terrida. Vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber represent a winning couple not
only for appearance and technical quality, 
but also for resistance, reliability and 
available color range

Art. LOV1346

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: Without closure
Width: 26 cm
Height: 19 cm
Depth: 13 cm
Handle: two adjustable handles
Lining: lined interior
Accessories: removable bag with shoulder
strap and laces closure

LOVING BAG



LOVING POCHETTE
This pochette is gorgeous and eye-catching. 
It is also very comfortable thanks to the side 
handle in soft vegetable tanned leather. 
Elegant and very fine, there is no other way 
to describe it, useful, capacious and 
fascinating: it will be able to get noticed in 
any eventuality, meeting, dinner, going out 
or event.

Art. LOV1209

Material: vegetable tanned leather and 
microfiber
Handmade in Italy
Closure: zip closure with pompom detail
Width: 37 cm
Height: 25 cm
Depth: 1 cm
Handle: without handle
Lining: lined interior
Strap: optional and adjustable shoulder strap



LOVING SHOPPER
This bag is very spacious and offers you
various configurations thanks to the variety
present inside it. With this item you will not
only have one bag, but three: the main
shopper, a secondary shoulder bag and a 
smaller pouch. All this is present in a single 
article that allows you to not only have more 
accessories, but to have a diversified
environment always at hand. Elegant, solid
and charming with a deep and unforgettable
line. The surface of the product has an 
engraving: the poem by a Federica Terrida. 
Leather and silk come together in an 
incredible product useful in any situation.

Art. LOV1341

Material: vegetable tanned leather
Handmade in Italy
Closure: Without closure
Width: 40 cm; 35 cm; 25 cm
Height: 30 cm; 30 cm; 16 cm
Depth: 14 cm; 12 cm; 0,5 cm
Handle: two adjustable handles
Lining: no lined interior
Accessories: removable bag with shoulder
strap and zip closure, pochette wit zip




